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 Summary 

>� Trevi Group – Solid foundations (�) 

>� Buzzi Unicem – Weak Q4 revenues (�) 

>� A2A – Chairman resigned (=) 

>� Edison – Potential write downs in Q4 (�) 

>� Snam – Discussions on ownership (=) 

>� Sias – Potential sale of the Chilean Motorways (�) 

>� Azimut – Strong inflows in January (�) 

>� Banking sector – Bank of Italy data 

 

Today’s quarterly results 

>� Ansaldo STS – Achievable guidance and business plan update 

>� Astaldi – Not an outstanding quarter expected 

 

Tomorrow’s quarterly results 

>� Damiani – Weak results expected 

>� Indesit – Tough quarter expected 

 

 

Trevi Group (Industrial engineering)

2010 2011E 2012E 2013E

Rating Hold ������������	
����� Adj. EPS (EUR) 0.72 0.47 0.51 0.67

Share price (EUR) 6.5 Adj. P/E nm 18.8 12.8 9.7

Target price (EUR) 7.0 Dividend ord. (EUR) 0.13 0.09 0.10 0.13

Market cap (EURm) 455 Dividend Yield 1.1% 1.1% 1.6% 2.1%

Source: Kepler Capital Markets

8-Feb-12

���� Solid foundations  

We initiate the coverage on Trevi Group (EUR450m market cap), the Italian 

leading player in special soil foundations and oil & gas through equipment 

manufacturing and services, with a Hold rating and a EUR7.0 target price, 

which suggests an 8% potential upside.  

We appreciate the diversification in the construction and oil & gas businesses 

and the increasing business opportunities thanks to the oil & gas services 

division Petreven. However, we put a Hold on the stock because we consider 

2012 a transition year for the construction business (soil foundation services 

and equipment). 

 

 

Please refer to the last page of this report for “Important disclosures”  

and analyst(s) certifications. 
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Kepler Capital Markets Italian Espresso 2 

 We expect revenues to grow at a 5.5% CAGR 2010-13 and EBIT at 3.9%, while the net 

profit should remain broadly stable due to the cost of funding increase. We estimate an 

aggregate book-to-bill ratio slightly in excess of 1x, which, compared to the revenue 

growth, should not trigger a severe depletion of the backlog, thus laying the foundation 

for sustainable growth in the mid-term.  

Our DCF model (WACC at 8.2%, LTG 2%) returned a EUR7.0 target price, implying a fair 

PE 12E of 14x (12.8x at market price), suggesting an 8% upside. 

We believe the main potential risks for the company are: 1) the reduction of infrastructure 

funds for dam maintenance projects in the US, 2) the rising cost of debt; 3) more 

competition on the infrastructure and geo-political risks; 4) capex requirements to run the 

business and imbalances in NWC management. 

filippo.prini@keplercm.com 

+39 02 8550 7226 
 

Buzzi Unicem (Construction & materials)

2010 2011E 2012E 2013E

Rating Hold Adj. EPS (EUR) 0.18 0.23 0.39 0.60

Share price ord. (EUR) 8.4 Adj. P/E 50.9 35.8 21.9 14.0

Target price ord. (EUR) 6.9 Dividend ord. (EUR) 0.180 0.000 0.087 0.136

Market cap (EURm) 1,553 Dividend Yield 2.0% 0.0% 1.0% 1.6%

Source: Kepler Capital Markets

8-Feb-12

����

���� Weak Q4 revenues 

What: Buzzi Unicem (BZU) preliminary Q4 2011 results (revenues and net debt) released 

yesterday during trading hours. Full results due on 30 March. 

Our view: consolidated revenues came in at EUR678m (+4.4% YOY), 5% below our 

EUR713m estimate, while net debt was at EUR1,143bn (down 4% QOQ), slightly better 

than our EUR1,173bn estimate. After Dyckerhoff (the 93%-owned German subsidiary) 

reported revenues at EUR383m 3.6% earlier this week, short of our expectations, the rest 

of the group (including Italy) disappointed even more with only EUR295m vs. our 

EUR330m estimate.  

Focus: volumes (cement and ready-mix) increased 2.6% YOY, below our 3.7% YOY 

expectation and below Dyckerhoff’s 12% YOY that benefited from the outstanding 

performance of Ukraine and Russia and did not include the poor trend in Italy. The 

volumes growth accelerated compared to 0.8% YOY in Q3 thanks to the favourable base 

effect (very bad weather in Europe and the US in Q4 2010, very good weather in Q4 

2011). So, we should not consider this as a sound improvement of the underlying 

demand level. 

One-off: none. 

Guidance: management reiterated the FY 2011 guidance of adj. EBITDA around 

EUR420m vs. our EUR425m estimate, providing no indications on FY 2012. In a recent 

press interview the CEO hinted at FY 2012 EBITDA in excess of EUR440m (much lower 

than our EUR476m estimate). 

Estimates: we confirm our FY 2011-13 estimates. We stick to Dyckerhoff’s outlook of flat 

revenues and margin YOY in FY 2012, which should imply revenues up 8% YOY for the 

rest of the group, based on a double-digit Italian re-pricing, with a mid-digit volume 

plunge, a sort of stability in the US and ongoing growth of Mexico. 

Valuation: we confirm our DCF-based (8.7% WACC, +2% LTG both unchanged) target 

price of EUR 6.9 for ord. (EUR4.6 for sav.), which implies a fair PE12E of 18x.  

Rating: Hold confirmed.  


